October 11, 2006
Mr. David H. Hinds, Manager, ESBWR
General Electric Company
P.O. Box 780, M/C L60
Wilmington, NC 28402-0780
SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION LETTER NO. 78 RELATED TO
ESBWR DESIGN CERTIFICATION APPLICATION

Dear Mr. Hinds:
By letter dated August 24, 2005, General Electric Company (GE) submitted an application for
final design approval and standard design certification of the economic simplified boiling water
reactor (ESBWR) standard plant design pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff is performing a detailed review of this application to enable the staff to
reach a conclusion on the safety of the proposed design.
The NRC staff has identified that additional information is needed to continue portions of the
review. The staff’s request for additional information (RAI) is contained in the enclosures to this
letter. Enclosure 1 includes Proprietary Information which is indicated in brackets and
underlines. We have prepared a Non-Proprietary version of the RAI (Enclosure 2) that does
not contain Proprietary information.
The RAI questions are related to the proprietary topical report NEDE-33179P “Gamma
Thermometer System for LPRM Calibration and Power Shape Monitoring,” which is referenced
in the ESBWR design control document (DCD): RAIs 7.2-5 through 7.2-21 and 7.2-51
through 7.2-64.
To support the review schedule, you are requested to respond to this RAI by November 22,
2006.
If you have any questions or comments concerning this matter, you may contact me at
Amy Cubbage at (301) 415-2875 or aec@nrc.gov.
Sincerely,
/RA/
Amy E. Cubbage, Senior Project Manager
ESBWR/ABWR Projects Branch
Division of New Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket No. 52-010
Enclosures:

1. Request for Additional Information (Proprietary)
2. Request for Additional Information (Non-Proprietary)
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Draft Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)
NEDE-33179P “Gamma Thermometer System for LPRM Calibration and Power Shape Monitoring”
RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-5

Yarsky P
Rice B

Provide
additional
descriptive detail
of the gamma
thermometer
design.

Provide additional information for Figure 1-1 of NEDE 33179P, specifically:
A. The materials for the jacket tube, core tube, cable pack, heater wire, the
thermocouple metals, and the thermocouple medium.
B. The radial dimensions for the jacket tube, fill gas, core tube, cable pack, and heater
wire
C. The axial length of the fill gas
D. The position of the hot and cold junctions relative to the fill gas, jacket tube, and
heater wire
E. The expected range of pressure of the fill gas during normal operation

7.2-6

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe the
heater wire and
thermocouple
medium
interface.

Is the heater wire in the gamma thermometer (GT) design electrically insulated from the
thermocouple and core tube? Describe the distribution of [[
] in
the cable pack. Provide a qualitative justification for the GT calibration technique in
terms of the relative [[
]].

Enclosure 2

RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-7

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe the
electrical
heating during
GT calibration

What is the relative magnitude of the [[
]]? Is the heater wire resistance sensitive to irradiation? If so, does
the calibration account for changes in resistance?

7.2-8

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe the
effect of heater
wire current on
the GT signal.

Is the thermocouple medium within the cable pack a metal? Does the interface between
the heater wire and medium produce a voltage as a result of dissimilar metals? Does
the heater wire current during calibration, or possible interface voltages, impact the
thermocouple signal?

7.2-9

Yarsky P
Rice B

Provide the [[
]]
model.

What code is used to determine the [[
]]? Describe how the
code is used to determine the [[
]]. Describe the process for
correlating these [[
]]. Does the gamma thermometer respond
to gamma radiation emitting from bundles other than [[
]]? If so,
is this factored into the determination of the [[
]]?

7.2-10

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe [[

According to NEDE-33179P, Following the [[
]]? Are these [[
application to ESBWR?

]].
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]] reflected in the

RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-11

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe [[

[[
]]. Provide additional details regarding the calibration
procedure in Section 4.4 of NEDE-33179P, particularly [[
]]. Describe how the [[
]] is determined. Do the [[
]] stated in the procedure reflect the
envelope of [[
]]? What [[
]] is expected for ESBWR? In regards to [[
]]? Are these criteria
based on the [[
]]?

]].

7.2-12

Yarsky P
Rice B

Provide
additional
information
regarding
[[
]] in
the fill gas.

What is the primary source of [[
]]? Qualitatively describe how
the [[
]] reaches an equilibrium or saturated concentration.
Do other [[
]]? If so, do these other [[
]] have a significant impact on the [[
]]?

7.2-13

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe the
relationship
between
[[

Figure 7-3 in NEDE-33179P shows increased [[
Explain the relationship between [[

]].
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]].
]].

RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-14

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe how
GTs are used
for axial power
shape
monitoring.

Describe how automatic fixed in-core probes (AFIPs) allow for axial power shape
monitoring. Describe any procedural or calculational controls that ensure accurate axial
power distribution monitoring. Is it possible to misrepresent the axial power shape within
3D MONICORE for operating power shapes with multiple local axial peaks (for example,
double-hump power shapes) based on the proposed adaption techniques?

7.2-15

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe the
relationship
between
[[

Describe, mathematically, the relationship between the [[
]]. Describe, mathematically, the relationship between the [[
]].

]].
7.2-16

Yarsky P
Rice B

Describe
[[

In Table 9-6 of NEDE-33179P, additional uncertainties are included for [[
]]. Describe the procedure used to
determine these additional uncertainties. Justify any assumptions made in the
calculation of these additional uncertainties.
]].

7.2-17

Yarsky P
Rice B

Explain the
[[
]] and
[[
]].

In Table 9-12 of NEDE-33179P, the [[
]], however, in the preceding paragraph it is stated that the
[[
]]. Explain this [[
]].
How are power distribution uncertainties accounted for in the determination of the [[
]]? It is stated that the [[
]] is based on engineering
judgment. Provide a more detailed explanation to justify this criterion.
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RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-18

Yarsky P
Rice B

Explain [[

Section 5.1 and 5.2 of NEDE-33179P describe [[
]]. Section 5.1 states that the [[
]]; section 5.2
states that [[
]] (as in the ESBWR
design, as shown in DCD Tier 2, Revision 1, Section 7.2). Describe how
[[
]] is performed in the ESBWR design.

]]

7.2-19

Yarsky P
Rice B

Provide more
information
regarding the
[[
]].

Section 4.1 of NEDE-33179P states that the [[
[[
]] and Section 4.2 states that the [[
discussion of the validity of the [[

]] is determined during
]]. Provide a qualitative
]] given that the [[

]].
7.2-20

Yarsky P
Rice B

Explain the
uncertainties in
Tables 9-14 and
9-15.

[[
]] uncertainties are provided in Table 9-14 and 9-15 of NEDE-33179P.
Provide more discussion on how these uncertainties are determined. Specifically:
A. Explain why [[
]] percent uncertainty is applied in NEDC-33237P instead of the
[[
]] percent uncertainty shown in Table 9-14.
B. Explain the uncertainties for GT sensor arrangements in terms of the uncertainty in
[[
]] and update uncertainty.
C. How are [[
]] (Table 9-14)? [[
]]; particularly address the difference
between LPRM-only adaption versus LPRM with TIP adaption (Table 9-14)?
D. Explain the [[ ]] percent uncertainty quoted in Table 9-15 for both [[
]].
Specifically explain how GT sensor signals were compared to gamma scan data in
-5-

RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-20
(cont.)

the axial spans between GT sensor locations. Explain the procedure for calculating
the axial power distribution and [[
]] based on the GT sensors, or
alternatively, describe how the gamma scan results were compared to the GT
sensor indications.
E. What is the GT to neutron TIP [[
this value was determined.
F.

]]? Provide greater discussion as to how

Explain the rationale behind the GT sensor failed uncertainty.

G. Do these uncertainties change assuming LPRM adaption versus GT adaption?
H. How are the uncertainties in Table 9-13 related to the [[
7.2-65

Rice B
Yarsky P

Discuss the
[[
]].

]]?

Provide the basis for the [[
]] and the [[
]]. Specifically address any anticipated operational occurrences
(AOOs) or accident conditions which could lead to [[
]] that
exceed the range. For any conditions in which these values are exceeded, discuss the
instrument response. What is the limit for the highest [[
]] where a GT would fail to produce a signal
indicative of the local power?

-6-

RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-51

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Explain the
Gamma
Thermometer
[[

Explain the [[
only [[
]], discuss the [[
treatment of uncertainty arising from this [[
either [[
]]

]]. With
]]. Explain the
]]. Discuss the advantages of
]]. Is

[[

]] necessary when the number of [[
]]? Include this information in NEDE-33179P (the LTR).

7.2-52

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Describe the
influence of fuel
spacers

Describe the influence of fuel spacers on gamma thermometer signals. Explain how the
presence, or absence, of spacers near GT locations is accounted for. If no such
compensation exists in the modeling, discuss any influences the spacers have on
gamma flux indication, and subsequent uncertainties [[
]].
Include this information in the LTR.

7.2-53

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Explain the
[[

The [[

]]

]] are combined such that [[
]] in the model, and subsequently
to perform [[
]]. Describe how these
[[
]] are determined. Are they a function of [[
]]? Explain the terms in the calculated signal that are related to the
[[
]]. Why are these terms based on the
[[
]]? How are these [[
]] determined given that the nature of
this calculation is [[
]]? How are the uncertainties in the calculation of
the [[
]] captured in the uncertainty analysis? Include this
information in the LTR.
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RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-54

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Discuss the
gamma
thermometers
and [[

How does the use of GT indications reduce [[
]] in Table 9-15 for the [[
]] determination? Include this information
in the LTR.

]]
7.2-55

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Does
[[
]]
include controls
for changes to
[[
]]?

Are there any controls, statistical or otherwise, within PANACEA for allowable changes
to the [[
]] based on [[
]]?

7.2-56

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Does the
[[

Discuss the preferred [[
]] for the control rod patterns of beginning
of cycle (BOC0, middle of cycle (MOC), and end of cycle (EOC) based on their influence
on [[
]]. Are there any controls in place,
administrative or calculational, to ensure the preferred technique is used given the
[[
]]?

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Describe the
impact of
gamma
streaming.

7.2-57

]]
change over
exposure?

Discuss the influence of gamma streaming through fuel bundles (i.e. between fuel rods
through the inter-pin water or steam) on gamma indication from [[
]]. Include this information in the LTR.
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RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-58

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Describe GT
[[

Describe the procedure for calculating the [[
]]. Provide the data used to make this determination. Justify the applicability of this
value given that it is based on [[
]]. Provide additional information
regarding the cycle specific adaption employed during any [[
]], and describe the
influence of [[
]]. If available provide
comparisons of [[
]] to justify that this uncertainty is not
dependent on the [[
]]. Provide additional descriptive
detail explaining the unexpected results shown in Table 9-13. Specifically explain the
nature of the [[
]], as well as the calculations that were
performed (in [[
]] as well as using statistical analysis) to determine the
observed difference. Explain why the [[
]] is lower than
any values shown in Table 9-13. Include this information in the LTR.

]].

7.2-59

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Provide the
reference for
[[

Provide the reference for the [[
]] shown in Table 4-1 of
NEDE-33179P. If these values were measured or calculated provide details of these
measurements or calculations. Include this information in the LTR.

]].
7.2-60

7.2-61

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Explain [[

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

What is the GT
lifetime?

]].

Figures 8-1 through 8-4 show [[
]], in Figures 8-3 and 8-4, the areas beneath
the curves do not appear the same, explain why the [[
]] appears consistently
larger than the [[
]].
How often must GT instruments be replaced? How is this replacement frequency
determined?
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RAI
number

Reviewer

Question
Summary

Full Text

7.2-62

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Justify [[

Section 7.2.5.1 refers to [[
]].
Provide these [[
]] and the methods used to determine them. Justify why
these [[
]]. If different [[
]] will be applied for the
ESBWR, provide these as well, and justify why those [[
]] are suitable.

7.2-63

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Explain the GT
[[
]].

Justify all assumptions made to determine the [[
]]. Provide additional
justification in light of the [[
]]. List the
physical phenomena that affect [[
]] and compare the relevant operating
conditions at [[
]], and the expected conditions for the ESBWR.

7.2-64

Yarsky P
Rice B
Attard A

Describe [[

In the comparisons of [
]], provide additional descriptive details of how the [[
]] were
calculated. Provide details of which [[
]] were employed, including
any [[
]]. Describe the [[
]] used in 3D
MONICORE for these calculations. Which version of [[
]] is being used to
perform these calculations? How are GT signals processed within this version of
[[
]]?

]].

]].
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